Canada’s Vianet Selects Enablence for Advanced FTTH Broadband Services in Ontario

Ottawa, Canada – April 5, 2010 Enablence Technologies Inc. ("Enablence" or the "Company") (TSX VENTURE:ENA), a leading supplier of fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) equipment for triple-play residential and business services and optical components and subsystems for access, metro and long-haul markets, is working with Vianet Internet Solutions to bring superior HD television and the fastest Internet connectivity speeds available to the Greater Sudbury Area.

Over the past 15 years, Vianet has expanded across Ontario in markets of varying sizes to provide competitive local phone, Internet, data and hosting services to businesses and residents. To grow its addressable market and gain a competitive edge over other incumbent service providers, it is moving into the delivery of advanced triple-play services with state-of-the-art fiber to the home using Enablence's MAGNM Multi Media Aggregation Node, a fully distributed multi-service access platform purpose-built for high-speed broadband access and transport.

Leveraging the MAGNM FTTH GPON solution, Vianet is rolling out in the Sudbury area a triple-play package that will include MPEG4 IP television, ultrafast Internet and telephone services as part of a long-term strategy to bring advanced broadband communications services to the greater Ontario market.

Vianet's IP television offering will provide a superior user experience and "whole home" DVR services, with the bandwidth to deliver HD signal to three large HD televisions in a home at the same time. This will be supplemented by dedicated Internet services operating at 45 Mb/s, far faster than anything currently available on the market over the traditional copper and hybrid coaxial networks operated by other cable and Internet service providers.

Vianet turned to Enablence for the network equipment to support this advanced broadband network after an exhaustive process that evaluated competitive offerings from major global suppliers of FTTH equipment. Enablence's MAGNM platform proved to have the best combination of functionality, ease-of-use and scalability to grow with the network without costly investments in new hardware.

"We wanted a network that would give us the increased bandwidth we need now for HDTV and high-speed Internet, with an easy and affordable upgrade path as the network and the demands upon it grow," said Daniel Regaudie, Vianet's Director of Broadcast Services. "MAGNM emerged as the obvious choice due to the easy network provisioning afforded by its Broadband Access Manager and the future-proof benefits of its F-8200 series switch fabrics. These fabrics boosted the MAGNM's switching performance tenfold, which gave it a significant advantage over the other systems we considered."
The Broadband Access Manager, or BAM, is Enablence’s element management software for management and performance optimization of the MAGNM. Recently, Enablence released its F-8200 switch fabrics, which deliver new features to the market that are critical to Vianet – in addition to 10 Gbps transport links, the fabrics provide 10 Gbps redundant interconnects to access modules in the system with the ability to perform “hitless upgrades” of the switch fabrics with no service interruptions. These special features allow an easy upgrade path in the future without a major investment in new equipment.

Vianet is proceeding with its rollout in three phases, with Phase 1 to be completed by the end of this year. Vianet's goal is to claim a substantial share of the Greater Sudbury market over the next three to four years, a market with about 65,000 homes and roughly 158,000 residents. However, Vianet is also setting its sights on other Ontario markets where it already offers traditional telephone and Internet services.

"At a time when newspaper headlines are talking about how Canada has lost its leadership position in the global broadband race, Vianet is proving that the next-generation services that only fiber-to-the-home can provide are accessible to Canadians, and not just to residents of big cities, but to rural and smaller urban markets," said Tim Thorsteinson, President and COO of Enablence. "We look forward to our partnership with Vianet to deliver the benefits of FTTH across Ontario."

About Vianet Internet Solutions

Vianet Internet Solutions has built a solid reputation as a premier telephone and Internet service provider (ISP) to residential and commercial customers throughout Ontario. It takes pride in providing cost effective and innovative communication solutions in the more remote and scattered areas of the province. Vianet has developed the unique capability of taking the best technologies in each of these scattered areas to create a highly flexible and reliable network. Since beginning in the Internet business in 1995, Vianet has steadily increased in size through acquisition and through introduction of new services. Vianet installations are now found in homes, schools, hospitals, service and manufacturing industries, government institutions and multi-branch offices throughout Ontario.

Vianet offices stretch from Northwestern Ontario to Eastern Ontario and into the District of Muskoka. As part of its transformation from an Internet pioneer to a fully integrated communications company, Vianet is now building its Next Generation Network, laying its own fibre-optic cable in many of the communities that it serves.

About Enablence Technologies Inc.

Enablence Technologies Inc., (TSX VENTURE:ENA) a publicly traded company headquartered in Ottawa, Canada, designs, manufactures and sells optical components, subsystems and systems to a global customer base.

Enablence’s Systems Division has an expanding fiber-to-the-premise (FTTP) product portfolio featuring a variety of architectural options. It enables service providers to evolve their access networks from traditional copper-based networks to advanced optical communications access networks that are based on state of the art IP and Ethernet standards, for triple-play voice, video and data services including HDTV, IP Telephony
and ultrafast internet access. The Division's network equipment has been deployed with 420 service providers world-wide that serve over 4 million subscribers.

Enablence's Optical Components and Subsystems Division is a global leader in applying Planar Lightwave Circuit (PLC) technology to integrate multiple components into a single optical chip to reduce footprint and costs. Network and equipment designers around the world turn to Enablence for a variety of components and subsystems for access, metro and long-haul, including transceivers, splitters, waveguides, optical channel monitors, multiplexers, ROADMs, switches, tunable dispersion compensators, and photodiodes. The Division serves over 120 system and subsystem developers and its products have been integrated in all major communications networks world-wide, serving tens of millions of subscribers.

Forward Looking Statements

This press release may contain forward looking statements that are made as of the date hereof and are based on current expectations, forecasts and assumptions which involve risks and uncertainties associated with our business and the economic environment in which the business operates. All such statements are made pursuant to the 'safe harbour' provisions of, and are intended to be forward looking statements under, applicable Canadian securities legislation. Any statements contained herein that are statements of historical facts may be deemed to be forward looking statements. By their nature, forward looking statements require us to make assumptions and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. We caution our readers of this press release not to place undue reliance on our forward looking statements as a number of factors could cause actual results or conditions to differ materially from current expectations. Please refer to the risks set forth in the Corporation's continuous disclosure documents that can be found on SEDAR www.sedar.com. Enablence does not intend, and disclaims any obligation, except as required by law, to update or revise any forward looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

*MAGNM* and *BAM* are trademarks of Enablence Technologies. The names of other companies or products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their respective owners.

Neither TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is defined in the policies of the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release.
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